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Theory of traces and simulations
Forward simulation R is such that:
Backward simulation R is such that: Proof.
X is anonymous tr(X) = tr(an(X)) (anonymity is trace-based) tr(X) ⊇ tr(an(X)) (⊆ is trivial) ∃ simulation from an(X) to X (soundness theorem!)
Part II:
Probabilistic anonymity and (∃ simulation anonymity)
Are these protocols "anonymous"? These are all anonymous in a possibilistic sense. definition of "probabilistic anonymity"? Again the same scenario: (∃ simulation anonymity) Theorem ∃ forward/backward simulation from an(X) to X X is anonymous
Proof.
X is anonymous tr(X) = tr(an(X)) (anonymity is trace-based) tr(X) ⊇ tr(an(X)) (⊆ is trivial) ∃ simulation from an(X) to X (soundness theorem!) probabilistic automaton probabilistic anonymity trace distribution probabilistic simulation
Can we do this probabilistically?
• What is an(X)?
• What is "probabilistic simulation"?
an(X), in a probabilistic setting
Idea: distribute probability according to a-priori suspicion A-priori suspicion:
Hence Again the same scenario: (∃ simulation anonymity) Theorem ∃ forward/backward simulation from an(X) to X X is anonymous
Intermezzo:
Coalgebraic theory of traces and simulations 
Theory of coalgebras
Genericity
By changing parameters, the framework covers different branching-types by different T non-determinism probabilistic branching different transition-types by different F LTS: x a (a,x') Context-free grammar: x a 〈 "¬", x 〉 x a 〈 x, "∧", x 〉
T and F
We exploit this!
• Anything we can do in a non-det. setting,
